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WINNERS’Circle
Florida Dealer Plays
Key Leadership Role for Child Advocacy Organization
"We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give." Winston
Churchill may not have known much about office products but when he spoke those
words, he eloquently captured the spirit of generosity and support for deserving
causes that typifies so many independent dealers today.
Case in point: Denny Bowman, VP of sales and marketing at Florida Business Interiors in Lake Mary, Florida. Denny is currently serving as chairman of the board of
Kids House of Seminole, a local children’s advocacy organization that provides a
broad range of services to victims of child abuse.
Last month, Denny spearheaded the organization’s major fundraiser for the year, its
annual Field of Dreams Gala, an event which drew some 500 attendees and raised
over $150,000 to help fund its programs.
In addition to Denny’s own volunteer activities, Florida Business Interiors is also a
major corporate supporter, each year adopting a family in special need as part of the
Kids House annual Christmas Drive. And when a new building opened to host the
group’s child advocates, therapists and other service providers, FBI provided over
10,000 sq. ft. of office furnishings free of charge.
“It’s an absolute shame that we need an organization like Kids House, but thank
God we’ve got it,” says Denny. Thanks, too, for generous, civic-minded business
people in the dealer community like Denny Bowman who are willing to give precious
time, energy and financial resources to help organizations like Kids House.

Daniel Office Products, Texas Dealer, Celebrates 30th Anniversary

The Daniel Office Products
staff, pictured from L to R:
Robert Daniel, Rose Rodriguez, Lou Ann Tiger, Darrell
Shelley, Mike Goodwin, JT
Toles, Jack Herthneck. Not
pictured: Vickie Hallmark.

Congratulations to Bob Daniel and his team at Daniel Office Products in The Woodlands, Texas. The dealership this year is not only celebrating its 30th anniversary, but
also, says Bob, enjoying some of its best business ever. “April was the best month
in the company’s history with sales up 12% over last year,” he reports happily.
Things have been pretty good at Daniels for a while now. Despite being flanked by
Office Depot and OfficeMax, both just five minutes away, and having Corporate Express breathing down their necks most days, the dealership has been growing at
about 10% a year for the past 12 years, Bob says, driven largely by its school district and healthcare business. It helps, too, that over 50% of sales is generated online through its web site.
Founded by Bob’s father, Raymond Daniel, in 1978, Bob joined the company in 1996
as general manager. The dealership was an early adopter of the stockless model
and Bob is quick to credit first-call wholesaler S. P. Richards for much of its success
over the years.
continued on page 4
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Green Also
Makes
Good
Business Sense
If you’re still wondering why there’s much
fuss about Green and why we’re devoting
so much space in this issue to ways independents can get on the green bandwagon,
you really ought to get out more!
Of course, it’s the right thing to do in terms
of helping the environment and doing what
we can to make smart use of limited resources and keep as much as possible out
of landfills.
But increasingly, it makes a whole lot of
business sense, too. Whether driven by formal, company-wide mandates or their own
growing awareness of environmental issues,
more and more end users are looking for
ways to bring green policies and practices
to their offices. And they’re receptive to
people who can help them do that through
recycling programs, education on green issues and general guidance and advice.
Is that a role you and your people should be
playing? You bet!
It not only brings another valuable dimension to those all-important customer relationships. It also offers an opportunity to
move the conversation away from price and
focus more on how you and your customers
can work together to support the environment we all share.
That’s great news. And so is the growing
range of green support that’s coming on
stream for independents from their wholesalers, dealer groups and manufacturers.
As several of the dealers featured in this
month’s cover story can testify, going green
is not just about what you sell, but also about
how you operate your own business. And in
many cases, environmentally-responsible
practices end up saving rather than costing
money.
Are you making the most of it all?
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Sadly, Raymond Daniel passed away last year, but the stamp he
put on the company remains strong today. Says Bob, “My dad’s philosophy was ‘Treat each customer as the most important person in the
world and everything else would take care of itself.’” If results at
Daniels offer any indication, he was right!

The Phillips Group, Pennsylvania Dealer,
Holds Annual Customer Expo

New York Dealer Honored as Local Non-Profit’s
“Shining Star”
Congratulations also go to Dave Garbus of Huntington Business
Products Centre in Huntington, New York, who was recently honored
by Central Nassau Guidance and Counseling Services as its 2008
“Shining Star” for business and industry.
Central Nassau Guidance and Counseling Services is a non-profit organization that provides a comprehensive network of communitybased programs and services for persons diagnosed with psychiatric
and developmental disabilities and their families and for persons impacted by substance abuse and chemical dependency.
Huntington is very much a family business—it was founded by Dave’s
father Albert 38 years ago and Dave has been involved in the business since high school. But he’s also found time to support organizations like Central Nassau Guidance and Counseling and several
other similar organizations.
As we’ve said before, nobody does it better than today’s independents when it comes to giving back to the communities where they
have their roots!

The Office City, California Dealer,
Hits the Acquisition Trail
Congratulations to the folks at The Office City in Redwood City, California, who last month announced completion of their second acquisition in as many months. The deals add about 10% to The Office
City’s total volume, according to Bill Jones, VP of sales and marketing.
In March, Connell Stationers of Los Banos, California, joined forces
with The Office City. Commented Rusty Connell, president and
owner, “The Office City merger has allowed us to retain our identity
in town but has given us the systems and sophistication of a large
dealership. I can now spend my time working with my customers,
which is why my family got into this business 45 years ago.”
In May, Franklin Office Supplies of Foster City, which has been in
business for 24 years, started working under The Office City umbrella.
According to Bob Bishop of Franklin, “There were four companies
courting me and my business but I chose to align with The Office City
due to a fit with our culture and a superior financial package for me
and my employees.”
Jerry Carroll, VP, finance and operations at The Office City, added,
“In the case of both dealerships, the transition went very smoothly
which drew positive comments from all involved including our newly
acquired customers.”
Jones indicated further acquisitions are in the works.

Middletown, Pennsylvania-based The Phillips Group last month held
its 13th Annual Customer Expo, an event that featured over 40 vendors and drew some 900 customers. The theme this year was
"Green", and Phillips used the event to launch its new box recycling
program. Customers placing office supply orders are now encouraged to return their empty Phillips boxes so that they can be reused
on future orders.
In addition to the business side of the show, everyone attending was
treated to either breakfast or lunch and could take part in games
where they could earn an extra discount off orders placed at the
show.

Chuckals Office Products, Tacoma Dealer,
Holds Annual Office Show
Tacoma, Washington-based Chuckals Office Products held its annual Chuckals Office Show last month and drew some 175 attendees
with 14 vendors participating. This year’s theme was Western, and
the event featured a Wheel giveaway where everyone attending received a free gift. Also on tap for attendees: a full lunch and dessert
buffet, with refreshments.

Goodmans Interior Structures
Earns LEED-CI Certification
Phoenix-based Goodmans Interior Structures has earned the US
Green Building Council’s (USGBC) Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design-Commercial Interiors (LEED-CI) certification for its
main showroom, making it only the second company in Arizona to
have earned the designation.
Goodmans began the process for achieving LEED certification in the
late 90s when the company began planning a $2.5 million renovation
of its showroom. Originally constructed in 1977, the showroom renovation was completed in 2005.
“We originally chose environmentally friendly materials and finishes
for the showroom because it was the right thing to do,” said Adam
Goodman, president of Goodmans. “When LEED-CI was introduced
in 2004, we decided to build upon the choices we made and for-

malize our commitment to creating sustainable workspaces—
for ourselves and our clients.”

continued on page 6
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Some of the design features for which Goodmans earned
LEED credits include:
 Use of relocatable wall systems that save 90% on landfill waste compared with traditional drywall
 Systems furniture that contains 20% or more in recycled content
 Modular, plug and play electrical infrastructure that can
easily be moved and changed without creating waste
 Use of a desert landscape and “drip” irrigation system
to reduce water usage by 50%

 Water-free urinals in men’s washroom that each conserve 40,000 gallons of water a year
 Purchase by Goodmans of green power for 50% of the
building’s electrical usage
 Low-emitting adhesives, paints, sealants, carpet systems, systems furniture and seating, and wood and
laminate adhesives that are all non-toxic and low-VOC
(volatile organic compounds)
 Day-lit views for 75% of workstations and individually
controlled task lights for 90% of workspaces save on
electricity

ActionEmco
Earns Honors for Its Support of
National Guard and Reserve
Usually, our Winner’s Circle section is reserved for dealers only. But once in a while, something special comes
along from one of our dealer partners that qualifies for
special recognition. Case in point: wholesaler ActionEmco who last month received special recognition
from the Defense Department for their support of the
National Guard and Reserve.
In a ceremony at the Gerald R. Ford International Airport
in Grand Rapids, VP of operations Claren Lau, Midwest
transportation manager Glen Ackley, Grand Rapids director of operations Dan Potts and HR director Vicki Smith were on hand
to receive a Certification of Appreciation from the Employer Support for the Guard and Reserve organization (ESGR).
ActionEmco’s award had a special dimension because they were nominated by a soldier who has benefited first hand from their
support.
For the last four years, Noel Plaska has worked out of ActionEmco’s Grand Rapids facility as a truck driver. But he’s also a Sergeant First Class in the National Guard and served
a year in Afghanistan as an advisor to the Afghan army.
In addition, son Michael, 23 and daughter Kristy, 24, are also proud Guard members and
while Noel was in Afghanistan, Michael served his tour and duty in Baghdad and Kristy was
in Kuwait. And both of the younger Plaskas also have worked at ActionEmco.
“ActionEmco couldn’t have been more supportive,” says Noel. “They’ve certainly gone
above and beyond what’s required of them as a company by law and helped make life a
lot easier for me and my family.”
The wholesaler’s support went beyond Noel and his family. When he was out in Afghanistan
and involved in the opening of a new girl’s school there, ActionEmco sent a shipment of
office supplies to help.
“We’re certainly very proud of our Certificate,” said president Mike Maggio. “But we’re
even prouder of heroes like Noel Plaska and his children and privileged to be able to support them in their service to our country.”
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by Jim Rapp
Fogel Stationery in Linden, New Jersey
is the state’s oldest office products
dealer and will be celebrating its 70th
year in 2009.
But there’s nothing old-fashioned about
what’s happening at the dealership
today. Fogel has not only changed its
name, but has embarked on a new adventure, which includes a switch to a
stockless model, mergers with other
small dealers, and the addition of nontraditional businesses.
Says CEO Chris Vida, who purchased
an interest in the business recently, “Our
plan is to be a $50 million-business
within ten years. We are now running at
the $3.2 million annual sales rate, but
expect to end this year at about $5.7
million. We project sales of $8.7 million
in 2009 and $12 million in 2010.”

Modest Beginning
Murray (Moe) Fogel and his wife Florence opened a small store in Linden,
New Jersey in the spring of 1939, selling fine stationery, writing instruments,
candy and tobacco. The business grew
over the years, and the Fogels began to
deliver office products to area customers.
Now a full-line office products and fur-
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niture dealer, third-generation Marvin
and Mark Schoenberg continue the family tradition of high service levels, while
embarking on an ambitious growth plan.
The company has acquired or merged
with two other New Jersey dealers and a
toner manufacturer/reseller. At the same
time they have more than doubled their
sales territory, and are planning expansion to two other states.

A Different Approach
“Our growth plan is a little different from
other independents,” states Chris Vida,
“We like to merge with other dealers,
rather than acquire them.” In this way,
Vida maintains, the same people can
continue to operate them successfully,
while increasing buying power and allowing My NJ Office to avoid borrowing
large sums of money.
Vida believes that the printer repair and
cartridge business is a great opportunity
area, and has a large printer repair facility. The company recently began a coffee and beverage service business and
will start a mobile shredding operation
later in the year.
“How do you get all of this done, located
in one of the most competitive markets
in the country?” I asked.
Vida’s answer: “We go where the giants
don’t—small and medium size users
that have been ignored or poorly
INDEPENDENT DEALER

treated. We keep our costs down by
doing everything ourselves, and every
employee is a salesperson. Our drivers
hand out catalogs, for example. We’re
still very much a family business. We believe in supporting the local community
and we promote the idea whenever we
can.”
My NJ Office is heavily involved with the
Special Olympics and is a supporter and
advocate for the McAuley School for Exceptional Children in Watchung, New
Jersey.
The school recently purchased a new,
larger building, and is trying to raise $4
million. My NJ Office is donating 25% of
all its profits from sales to new customers to the fund, and is helping with
the fund-raising through customer and
other business contacts. Some things,
of course, never change and as Vida
and his team demonstrate, independents’ support of deserving local causes
is one of them.
 Management:
Chris Vida, CEO
Marvin Schoenberg, President
Mark Schoenberg, President, Furniture Division
 Office Supplies, Furniture, Toner Manufacturing
 Employees: 11
 Sales: $3.2 million+
 Partner: ActionEmco
 Web: www.mynjoffice.com
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Support the City of Hope
Piano Foundation
Each year, the National Office Products Council of the
City of Hope organizes a special visit to the facility’s
campus, so that industry members can see first hand
the work of the doctors and researchers at the center
and the City of Hope’s unique approach to the prevention, treatment and cure of cancer and other life-threatening diseases.
Among first-time participants at this year’s tour were
Paul Ventimiglia and Martin Clemente of XStamper, and
says Paul, it was, for him, a life changing experience.
“During our tour,” he reports, “we heard of the unbelievable commitment from doctors, researchers, and
other personnel on the City of Hope campus, who
stressed the importance of not only healing the body
and mind but also the spirit. The healing of body, mind,
and soul involves not only the harsh reality of
chemotherapy, radiation, and bone marrow transplants, but also art and music therapy.”
To support the City of Hope’s efforts in music therapy,
Paul and Martin are soliciting funds to purchase a piano
for the children and adults who come to the City of
Hope for treatment, to be located in the Sheri and Les
Biller Patient and Family Resource Center (See
www.cityofhope.org/BillerCenter/home.htm for more details on this facility).
Paul and Martin have set an initial goal of $20,000 for
this effort, which they hope to raise by the end of August. “I realize all of us are asked for our financial support,” says Paul. “However, this campaign is personal
for all of us and will provide healing mental therapy to
all patients who come to the City of Hope. Their mental and soulful well being is essential for their physical
healing.”

Please join us and help heal the mind and
soul of the many patients in need.
Send your donations to:

Any dollar amount is welcome and all checks should
be made out to Paul J. Ventimiglia with a notation at
the bottom of your check indicating “City of Hope
piano fund”.
“When we receive the necessary amount of $20,000,”
Paul adds, “Martin and I will order the piano and have
it sent directly to the City of Hope in Duarte, California.
We will be sure to update everyone on our progress in
reaching our goal.”

c/o Paul J. Ventimiglia
557 Saddle Lane
Grosse Pointe Woods, Michigan 48236

 Management:
J. Scott Douglas, Pres./CEO
Steve Lang, VP & GM
 Office Furniture, Architectural
Products, Lab Furniture &
Equipment, Lighting,
Educational Products
 Employees: 150
 Revenues: $90+ million
 Business since: 1829
 Key Partners: Steelcase,
Hamilton Fisher
 Web: www.dancker.com

DS&D: Leading Through Diversification
Dancker, Sellew & Douglas (DS&D) in
Somerville, New Jersey has been in business
since 1829, fashioning a name for itself during the ‘70s and ‘80s throughout the tri-state
area of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut as one of the area’s top Steelcase
dealers. Now it’s looking to transform its
image from a Steelcase dealer into a broadbased commercial interiors provider.
Although DS&D’s rich history is an asset, it
can also be a challenge as it looks to refashion its image. “The biggest challenge is the
Dancker brand,” says Steve Lang, vice president and general manager. “People still think
of us as a Steelcase dealer when in reality
we’re much broader than that. Yes, we manage large corporate accounts, but when you
think of the Dancker brand, we want you to
think of us as a company who outfits everything inside the commercial office environment or within a commercial building.”
DS&D is the leading Steelcase dealer in New
Jersey and also sells lighting, architectural
products, and laboratory casework. Last year
it did close to $10 million in architectural
walls while the company’s Manhattan-based
standalone lighting business added nearly
$18 million in revenues.
DS&D has a healthy base of pharmaceutical
clients, which is one of the reasons the company expanded into the laboratory casework
business thanks in large part to its acquisition of the Fisher Hamilton business from another dealer.
Retail banking is another important vertical
market, as is higher education where the
company counts Princeton, Rutgers and the
College of New Jersey as clients, as well as
many of the state’s medical facilities and
JUNE 2008

community colleges.
Keeping with its strategic plan of being a
leader in the markets it serves, last year
DS&D sold its NYC-based Steelcase furniture business. That was painful considering
that’s where the company got its start so
many years ago.
“We were probably the third or fourth largest
Steelcase in NYC and it was a challenge for
us to get to the market leader position,” explains Lang. “New York City is a highly
volatile market, highly competitive, margins
are super tight, and the business on the furniture side is driven through architects and
designers and we weren’t in a position to
compete effectively anymore.”
It’s a different story in New Jersey, where
DS&D is the market leader. “Whether you’re
talking about Steelcase, architectural walls,
or the laboratory business, we feel we’re in a
good position,” notes Lang.
Asked why customers like to do business
with DS&D, Lang replies, “We’re not the
cheapest ones on the block, but we bring a
ton of knowledge, experience, and accountability to our clients.”
Customers also view DS&D as a one-stop
shop, thanks largely to its diverse product
and services offerings.
“We have 300,000 square feet of client inventory that we actively manage,” says
Lang. “We categorize the inventory online,
redeploy it for them as needed, and we capture the savings by redeploying their existing
assets more effectively—all over the Web.”

The company has been providing these
services for the past six years, which encompasses a substantial part of its business—about $3 to $4.5 million a year.
While many DS&D clients have relied on the
company for years, bringing in new business
remains a major initiative. “We’re much better at managing large corporate accounts
than developing new business,” acknowledges Lang.
The company has tried various approaches
over the years to develop new business and
although Lang isn’t convinced they have the
perfect model yet, he feels a change in the
commission plan for sales people has put
them on the right track.
“We’ve made the change because we truly
value our large corporate account managers,
but what’s better is when they can manage
their existing accounts and continue to grow
the business and our diverse offerings as
well,” he says.
Lang predicts that by this time next year a
greater portion of DS&D revenues will come
from new business. Coming off last year’s
sale of the Steelcase business in NYC, the
company is in good shape financially, and
some of those finances may be used to fund
other strategic acquisitions.
“We’re a buyer not a seller,” emphasizes
Lang. “We think industry consolidation will
continue to happen as the economy struggles and you may see us acquire somebody
or do something a little bit different to grow
the business.”
Sounds like a plan?

DS&D also provides clients with outsourced
facility manangement services and has 32
people working at client sites in FM roles.
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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I can roll a big
dose of style into
any ofﬁce setting.
I’m the hottest
seat on the ﬂoor.

If our new EQ chairs could talk…
They would brag about their contemporary style and ergonomic design with grade-A mesh for
breathable comfort and superb construction. They would boldly strut their controls and ﬂexibility. They’d
show you how easy their multifunction seat adjustments conform to make everyone comfortable…
short, tall, thin or wide. And then they would whisper how affordable they really are.
See the new EQ chair at NeoCon, June 9-11, The Merchandise Mart, Chicago, 7th ﬂoor, Booth 7062.

Furniture with character.

California Lawmakers Hold Hearing
on Office Depot State Contract
Following a report by a San Jose newspaper alleging overcharges and other irregularities related to Office Depot’s solesource contract for office supplies with the state of California,
members of a state Assembly committee held a three-hour
hearing last month, where they raised concerns both about
pricing issues and whether or not the contract actually helps
any small businesses, as was claimed when the contract was
awarded.
The state is currently conducting an audit of the contract
which is expected to be completed later this month. "We are
taking this extremely seriously," a representative of the state’s
consumer services agency told the San Jose Mercury. "If the
state finds any breaches of contract guidelines, the Office
Depot contract will come to an end."

If you have good news to share - email it
to Simon@IDealerCentral.com

well as increased legislative oversight and penalties where the
law is not followed in California.”
For more information on Office Depot’s problems with
its state contracts, visit the Depot State Contract Watch
web page on INDEPENDENT DEALER’s web site
(www.idealercentral.com/id_watch.html).

is.group Healthier Than It’s Ever Been,
Chairman Tells Members at Annual Meeting

While Office Depot officials and speakers from their alleged
small business “partners” contended the company will be
cleared of any wrongdoing by the audit, lawmakers at the
hearing offered a very different perspective.
Assemblyman Ira Ruskin said his office's own research into
purchases under the contract raised significant questions
about whether the state was receiving the best prices.
He said purchase orders showed repeated instances of agencies
ordering items at a far higher price than the special deals the state
was to receive. And, he said, the web site was constructed in a
way that made it complicated for state officials to even find the
best deals when they go to purchase office supplies.
Testifying at the hearing on behalf of NOPA, Diane Griffin, president of Radston's Office Plus in Hercules, said small officesupply companies such as hers found there was absolutely
no interest shown by the big suppliers looking for small-business partners.
Griffin said she had interviewed about her dealership’s participation with each of the larger bidders in 2006 when the present contract was being negotiated but found “absolutely no
interest.”
She called for the Assembly to review Office Depot’s contract
to determine if it is in compliance with current state laws regarding use of small business sub-contractors. She said
NOPA believes “there is a need for legislative clarifications as
JUNE 2008

Left to right: Incoming is.group chairman Craig Bartholomew; president and CEO
Mike Gentile and outgoing chairman Jordan Kudler.

“We have become an organization that people run to, instead
of one that they run from.” That was the message Jordan
Kudler, outgoing chairman of is.group, offered at the Indianapolis-based dealer co-op’s annual meeting last month in
Fort Lauderdale.
Kudler, who closed out his two-year term as chairman at the
meeting, said is.group today is healthier than it’s ever been.
He said it has evolved from being just a buying and marketing
group to an organization that impacts virtually every key aspect of dealer operations and has helped change the rules of
the game for its members.
Despite current gloom and doom headlines on the overall
economy, the mood among dealers at the meeting was generally upbeat. S. P. Richards chairman and CEO of Wayne
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The people who make the best
stamps in the world...
These are exciting times at Xstamper. Our reputation for quality and being at the forefront of stamp-making technology has never been stronger.
Our ability to satisfy our customer’s needs—by being faster and more efficient is better than ever.
It all starts with a new attitude we bring to work with us every day. It’s called teamwork, and for us that means everyone’s ideas are welcome,
everyone shares in our success, and everyone is dedicated to providing the best products and service possible.
The enthusiasm around here is contagious. We’re attracting the very best personnel, while also
retaining the best, most experienced members of our team. And most importantly, our customers
are noticing.

For More Information, please call 800.851.2686

07-00032
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Beacham told is.group members sales of the wholesaler’s top
150 independent dealers were up 14 percent and there was
certainly no problem finding is.group members reporting sales
gains in the high single-digits or low double digit range.
Said is.group president and CEO Mike Gentile, “This has been
is.group’s most successful shareholders’ meeting since the inception of our Regional Distribution Program.” Other meeting
highlights included:

largest single distribution ever made by TriMega, but because
it reflects the capture of market share by independent dealers
amidst otherwise challenging economic times,” TriMega president Charlie Cleary said.

United Stationers Opens
New Orlando Distribution Center

 An increase in total dealer payouts of 14.5%, with
same dealer average direct purchases increasing 7%
versus 2006.
 A 29% reduction in operating expenses for 2007.
 A keynote address by Stephen M. R. Covey, author of the
best-seller “The Speed of Trust”, on the value of trust in any
relationship, be it personal or business.
 A wide array of seminars on topics such as Going Green,
Bidding against the Big Boxes, Selling to Women, and
Technology.
At the meeting, is.group presented several awards to its manufacturer partners and dealers who provided particularly outstanding support for the organization in 2007.
Sanford was named BPGI Vendor of the Year, and Smead
Manufacturing walked away with Non-BPGI Vendor of the Year
and RDC Vendor of the Year awards.
On the dealer side, 2007 Chairman’s Club awards went to
Hurst Office Suppliers, Lexington Kentucky; Keeney’s Office
Plus, Redmond, Washington; GOS Products for Business,
Glendale Arizona; Interstate Office Products, Sioux Falls,
South Dakota; Hummel’s Office Plus, Mohawk, New York: AJ
Stationers, Baltimore; GLT Office Plus Business Center, Lakeland, Florida, and Radston’s Office Plus, Hercules, California.
Also given special recognition at the meeting was is.group’s
Cora Baker, who this year celebrates her 18th anniversary with
the organization.

TriMega Sets New Quarterly Rebate Record
TriMega Purchasing Association set a new record for its quarterly cash distribution of rebates recently, when it distributed
checks totaling $14.1 million for the fourth quarter of 2007.
The distribution represents an increase of $2 million or 17%
from the same quarter in the prior year. It covered Q4 2007
member purchase activity, 2007 year-end and annual rebates,
and rebates from TriSupply, the group’s private label program
with United Stationers, SP Richards and ActionEmco.
“It is always very exciting to make our scheduled quarterly rebate distributions to members, but this recent round of payments made is particularly fulfilling not only because it is the
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Wholesaler United Stationers has opened a new 400,000 sq. ft.
distribution center in Orlando, Florida. The new facility, which
will service customers of both United Stationers Supply and LagasseSweet, replaces existing United facilities in Jacksonville
and Tampa and a smaller LagasseSweet facility in Orlando.
Stocking 30,000 SKUs and $16 million of inventory, the facility has the capacity to process over 2.3 million lines of merchandise per year.
The new facility is located at 2405 Commerce Park Drive,
Orlando, Florida, 32819. Phone 407-362-2120 or 866-4131756; Fax: 407-354-9828.

PaperPro Launches Back to
School Sweepstakes
Beginning June 1, PaperPro has launched a new sweepstakes
promotion for the Back-to-School season. The Be Cool to
Your School contest will award $25,000 in cash and PaperPro
staplers to be given to the sweepstakes winner’s school of
choice. The Grand Prize is a $2,000 cash award along with
400 PaperPro Compact and Nano Staplers. Other prizes include a First Prize Award of $500 Cash and 300 Staplers and
Ten Second Prize Awards of 250 Staplers. The contest runs
through October 6 and no purchase is necessary. Visit
www.paperpro.com for entry forms and details.
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Shachihata’s Martin Clemente Elected to
WIMA Board of Directors

HON Earns Design Industry
Accolades, Opens New Mart
Showroom Targeting
Educational Market
The HON Company recently received the
highest honors in the 2007-2008 Awards
for Design Excellence (ADEX) competition
sponsored by Design Journal magazine.
HON’s F3 chair with ilira - stretch fabric
and its Initiate with Nature Core segmented panel system earned Platinum
honors in the competition.
Judged by an anonymous panel of commercial design industry professionals,
including interior designers, architects
and facility managers, this year’s competition featured more than 300 companies entering more than 1,200 products.
Separately, HON announced it has
opened a new showroom at the Chicago
Merchandise Mart, targeted exclusively
at the educational market. Located at
#11-113, the new Education Market
Showroom features HON’s new SmartLink product line.

Martin Clemente, field sales manager for Shachihata Inc.
(Artline & Xstamper), has been elected to the board of directors of the Writing Instrument Manufacturers Association
(WIMA).
Clemente, whose three year term began May 1, has been
with Shachihata for 14 years. He is the first point of contact
at Shachihata for buying groups, account level sales, marketing, and customer service or order fulfillment questions.
Martin Clemente

Furniture Wholesaler OfficeSource Expands
into the Pacific Northwest
Office furniture wholesaler OfficeSource last month announced its acquisition of Seattle-based H&W Distributors, a deal that it claimed secured its position as the number one source of office furniture in the wholesale commercial channel.
Since its formation in May 2004, OfficeSource has acquired five companies across the
United States. In addition to H&W, they include COE Distributing, Mid-Continent Office Distributors, Equipment Distributors and NDI Wholesale
The company said its latest acquisition represents the final leg in completing a strategy of creating a national distribution and operations footprint.
That strategy has grown OfficeSource to more than $130 million in revenues at an average annual growth rate of more than 40%, the company said.
continued on page 16

Installation made easy. Anywhere.

The First Network of Independent Installation Companies

Over 250 service providers offering trouble-free ofﬁce furniture
installation services throughout North America.
A network of installation professionals
24/7 access to real-time project status
information
Online Quotes, national capability and
experience

Consistent performance and service excellence
nationwide
A one-stop solution for multi-location projects
Moves, reconﬁgs, panel cleaning and more!

Call 1-888-GO-INSTALL Today or go to www.installnet.com
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Staples Ups Bid in Effort to Close
Corporate Express Acquisition

Manufacturers Group Looking for a Few Members

It looks like Staples’ efforts to acquire Corporate Express may
be entering their final chapter. After Corporate Express sought
to counter the deal with an acquisition play of its own, Staples
issued a sweetened bid valued at $2.7 billion and initial Wall
Street reaction suggested that the new bid will most likely end
up bringing Corporate Express into the Staples fold.
Staples first attempt to purchase Corporate Express came in
February but the Dutch company quickly dismissed it as too
low. Last month, Staples came back with a higher offer but that
too was rejected and shortly thereafter, Corporate Express announced a deal of its own to acquire French megaplayer Lyreco
as a way of quashing Staples’ proposed deal.
At the time of the announcement, Staples responded with an
announcement of its own that they were “considering all options” and they weren’t kidding! The new offer, set at 9.15 euros
a share and valued at $2.7 billion, was described to Forbes
magazine by one analyst as “a knockout bid.”
Staples said shareholders had already tendered around 23.3%
of the Dutch company’s stock and if initial reaction on Wall
Street offered any indication, they looked well set to reach the
51% target for the deal to go through.

The Office Products Executive Group (OPEG) is an organization
made up of senior management from non-competing industry
manufacturers who meet through monthly conference calls to
discuss industry issues and common concerns. Currently at
five members, the group is looking to expand to eight.
If you would like to get involved, contact any of the current
members. They are: Ron Elzy (President)—Schwab Corp.; Don
Roth (Vice President)—AmpliVox Sound Systems; Scott Gerloski (Secretary/Treasurer)—United Visual Products; Mike Wissman, HPFI, and Chris Smith, KFI Seating.

Commercial Office Products
Photography Studio Takes New Name
After providing commercial photography to clients in the office
products, office furniture, and retail industries for the past 25
years as Dan Spoelstra Studios, the Grand Rapids-based firm
has taken on a new name: Open Door Studio.
Open Door Studio provides high-resolution images for print
materials, as well as low-resolution and thumbnail images for
e-commerce tools. It also provides complete image enhancement, from slight retouching to extensive Photoshop work.

However, this has been a convoluted process to say the least
and as another legendary investment analyst Yogi Berra was
wont to say, it ain’t over till it’s over. Stay tuned!

Is your furniture program
missing something?
What about an easy way to simplify operations
while expanding your furniture portfolio?

Consolidated Order.

Consolidated Invoice.

Direct Access is your single source for thousands of
quality quick ship items from over 20 manufacturers.
You place a single order–you receive a single invoice–
it’s delivered in a consolidated shipment. It’s that simple.
Learn how Direct Access can dramatically increase your
operational efﬁciency, reduce your administrative workload
and give you a robust marketing package to sell more
effectively. This just might be the competitive advantage
you’ve been looking for.

Consolidated Delivery.

Competitive Advantage Furnished and Delivered
For more information about how Direct Access can improve
your bottom line, contact United Stationers at 800-733-4000.
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The Perfect Chair Sophisticated. Beautiful.
Bold. Smart. Supportive. Flexible. Provocative.

Sassy

The Sassy Chair. Sophistication with Flair.
™

Synchronize your style with your space. Brilliant colors accessorize and
energize your office. Move forward and step up bright design and
sassy class. The Sassy™ Chair offers more than comfortable seating.
With dazzling curves that accommodate the natural shape of the
body and invigorating S-wave breathability, the Sassy™ signature is
spunky sophistication. Counter opposition and elevate creativity with
our newest innovations in Sassy™ style: the Counter Height Sassy™ Chair
and the Extended Height Sassy™ Chair will bring extra flair to your
office. Kick your heels up in a Sassy™.

™

Selling
GREEN:
The Green Machine Has
Taken Off Like a Rocket.
Are You Staying Ahead
of the Curve, or
Slipping Behind?

If your customers are asking
Green questions you can’t answer, or asking for Green items
you don’t stock, you’re missing out
on a booming market for environmental products and services that’s
moving ahead at lightning speed. About
half of all companies in the United States
have some form of an environmental responsibility policy, according to a study
by the Society for Human Resource
Management.
Corporations and businesses, from the
giants to the smallest offices, want to be
a part of the environmental movement.
You seldom see a newspaper or maga-

zine that doesn’t have full-page ads
telling the world that they are greener
than their competitors, while at the same
time your customers are asking:
 What is the recycled content of this
item?
 What do pre-consumer and postconsumer materials mean?
 What’s sustainability?
 Is it biodegradable?
 Is it Green Seal certified?
 Does your equipment carry the Energy Star label?
 How does the LEED Green Building
Rating System work?
continued on page 20
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If your reps and other customer service
people can’t answer these and related
questions, you may be losing business to
competitors who do have the answers.
Better still, telling customers and
prospective customers about it before
they ask can pay off big time.

Taking the Initiative
Every dealer offers some eco-friendly
products, but many fail to tell their customers about them. Dealers who do talk
about it have found that these products
show significant sales increases.
S&T Office Products, St. Paul, Minnesota, has been a leader in the market
when it comes to promoting Green products. “What we’ve learned over the past
several years,” says S&T’s Vicki Giefer,
“is that as more and more manufacturers
promote the Greenness of their products, the more confusion gets generated
for our customers as to what all the
claims mean—What’s recyclable? What
does sustainability mean? What’s LEED-
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certified? And on and on.”
S&T decided to take several approaches. First, they include only those
products having a high percentage of
recycled material, or that are biodegradable, in their Green catalog.

Finally, S&T held “EcoExpo 2008,” a
luncheon, tradeshow and seminar at a
local hotel for customers and prospective customers.
In Modesto, California, Chris Peterson
and his team came up with an innovative

Second, they developed a 24-page
“Smart Choices” flyer that contained the
products mentioned above, along with
explanations of all the terms used by
manufacturers. The explanations were
scattered throughout the 24 pages.
The flyer also discusses “Energy Facts,”
how to reduce, reuse and recycle, the
energy use of office equipment, conserving energy, how to implement a “Buy
Recycled” program at work, what is required for a building to earn LEED certification, and the importance of using recycled and remanufactured cartridges.
Third, they sent out a blast e-mail to their
customers offering eco-friendly samples.
Within 45 minutes, their supply of 200
sample packs was exhausted.
continued on page 22
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way to make a green statement to their
customers, add a new dimension to their
marketing and provide some fun for customers and their drivers into the bargain.
Earlier this year, when Warden’s rolled
out its 2008 catalogs, the dealership offered customers an opportunity to do
their bit for the environment through a
special catalog recycling program.
All customers had to do was drop their
old books in a box for pick up and recycling. For every catalog received, the
customer earned an entry in a drawing
that featured prizes such as clock radios, Starbucks cards and more. At the
same time, Warden’s gave its drivers $1
for every five catalogs they brought
back.
Was it worth it? “You bet,” says Peterson, who says credit should go to the
Trowbridge brothers at Palace Art & Office Supply for the original idea. “In just
five weeks, Warden’s collected over
10,000 lbs. of catalogs from about 800
customers,” he reports. “And our local
recycling company picked them all up
and even gave us a small fee for the
books.”

Peterson explains. “It’s a program that
has really resonated throughout our entire company,” he adds. “People like to
be associated with an organization that’s
doing the right thing for the environment.”

products in July. ActionEmco will devote
the first 16 pages of their Premier marketing materials to Green products, as
well as highlight all Green products in
their full-line book, flyers and other promotional material.

And the right thing for the environment
has also turned out to be the right thing
for Warden’s bottom line. “We’ve been
able to reduce our trash collection bill by
half since the program went in,” says
Peterson. “And we’re also getting more
and more requests for help from our customers with their own recycling programs.”

United Stationers’ new 5,000 item Green
catalog is so popular that it’s gone into a
second printing. United is also holding a
number of one-day seminars around the
country for their dealers discussing how
to sell more Green products.

Working with Suppliers
Contract furniture dealers have done a
good job of working with manufacturers
to jointly promote the environmental aspects of their products. Certainly Herman Miller is well-known for their pioneering efforts. Steelcase regularly
makes the news with their Green initiatives, recently announcing they will buy
a new Texas wind farm’s entire output of
renewable energy credits.
Other manufacturers have similar efforts
that dealers can promote and identify
with, companies like 3M, Avery, Smead,
C-Line, Rubbermaid, even some writing
instruments manufacturers.
Smead, for example, is well known for its
line of one-hundred percent recycled
products, and was recently certified to
use the SFI (Sustainable Forestry Initiative) logo on its products.
The Hon Company has a terrific consumer website (Honthinksgreen.com)
that Hon dealers can use to their advantage. The presentation, called “Our Environmental Journey,” talks about HON’s
Green initiative, and how it’s carried
through with everything they do, including all their product lines.

The recycling bug proved so contagious
that it caught on in a big way at the dealership itself. “We’ve changed the way
we process our own trash so that now
office papers, cans and plastics are separated out and sent off for recycling,”
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The is.group dealer co-op is bringing in
a new Green jan/san line, named 7th
Generation and is currently evaluating
other lines. Their catalogs will feature recycled products more prominently, plus
including recycling tips and other educational material.

Walking the Walk
It’s not often that any business can increase their sales and profits, reduce
operating costs, increase visibility in their
community and do something good for
the environment at the same time.
Yet that’s exactly what a number of independents are doing, and winning
praise for it, including from their own
employees.
Guernsey Office Products, Chantilly, Virginia, is one such dealer. In our January
issue, we told you about their efforts to
reuse and recycle the boxes and bags
used to deliver customer orders, plus
reducing their use of shrink wrap and
wooden pallets, and substituting
reusable plastic containers.

Other manufacturers have similar websites, as well as video and print materials that dealers can use.
Wholesalers continue to add more Green
products to their inventory. S.P. Richards
will release a new catalog of eco-friendly
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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Douglas Guernsey is a member of the local Chamber of Commerce Environmental Committee working on Green initiatives with businesses, many of which
are Guernsey customers.
Employees are involved in a variety of inhouse activities, such as constantly reviewing their drivers’ delivery routes.
They have equipment installed in every
truck to help them avoid overlaps and
drive-backs.
Where possible, drivers who live in their
coverage area take their trucks home at
night, returning to the warehouse in the
morning. This saves driving time and
gas, for both Guernsey and their drivers.
Another dealer walking the walk is Business Interiors and Environments (BIE),
Akron and Cleveland, Ohio. They are
strong supporters of “Entrepreneurs for
Sustainability (e4s.org), a network of over
5,000 leaders who are putting the principles of sustainability in action.

BIE’s Cary Matthews has been a leader
in the organization, working to expand
awareness in the Akron, Canton and
Youngstown, Ohio, markets.
BIE is also a supporter of the Zero Landfill group (zerolandfill.net) in Cleveland.
This grassroots organization is made up
of architects, designers, construction
firms, furniture dealers and related businesses and works to recycle materials
used in the specification process that
would otherwise end up in local landfills.
BIE sends their trucks around to pick up
materials, including carpet samples, wall
covering and floor covering samples, tile,
paint, binders, etc. Then they invite
schools, artists and others who can put
the materials to good use to a “Zero
Landfill Day.”
To date, they’ve collected and distributed over 50,000 pounds that would
have gone to a landfill and gained valuable publicity on their commitment to
environmentallyresponsible practices and policies.

It Takes a Little Work
No one ever learned how to ride a bicycle by reading a book and no salesperson will do a good job selling Green unless they use the products, or at least try
them out.
That’s why Miller’s Office Products, Lorton, Virginia, is so successful. They use
their own facility as a laboratory for testing potential products, so customer-contact employees know the products and
how they’re used.
Miller’s is very selective in what they offer. After careful testing, they chose
about fifteen breakroom supply items,
most biodegradable, instead of just recyclable. The products are made from
renewable resources such as corn,
sugar, grass, and so on. They are now
doing the same testing on jan/san and
related products.
continued on page 26

More and more
dealers are not
only telling customers
about
Green products,
but also providing
information about
what they can do to
“Go Green” at their
particular location.
Yuletide Office Supply,
Memphis, puts Green
tips in every issue of
their newsletter. Their
last issue talked about
Earth Day, Five Ways
that a Business can
“Go Green,” how cartridge recycling
works, and of course, mentions their Green
catalog.
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Showing you
how to make your
customers “green”
Let United Stationers help you become a “green expert”!
United helps you capture the opportunity available in the green market by:
• Offering more than just green products – the right mix of products
and the tools to sell them, including the 2,500-item green catalog
• Helping you understand the market with green training across the country
• Providing valuable back-up resources – “A Guide to Greening Your Business”,
cross reference list, green positioning statement, etc.
We are committed to partnering with our resellers to provide innovative, sustainable
business solutions to small and medium businesses. . . and to joining the global effort
to preserve the future. For more details, contact your United Account Manager.
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Says Miller’s Craig Church, “The problem we’ve found with our customers is
that one person will go to a Green meeting, or be told by the boss to buy
Green items, but they don’t know
where to start, or they’re so busy
with other duties that they
never get around to it. That’s
where we come in, we do it
for them.”
Miller’s makes up Green
sample kits that they take
to a customer’s Green
committee or buyer, explaining why one particular
item is more eco-friendly than
another. This way the buyer
doesn’t have to go through page
after page of similar Green products,
trying to figure out what to order.
“Once the customer realizes that you
know what you’re talking about, they
almost always go with your recommendations,” Church says.

“We have reached a point where we are
now a clearing house of information on
what others are doing, from the light
bulbs they’re using, to how to separate
recyclables from biodegradables,
how to enlist employees in the
effort, and much more.”

Taking the
Initiative
It seems as though every
big company has a Green
marketing campaign today. They want to tell the
world that they’re on the
bandwagon, and they’re telling
all their employees to get with it.
Small and medium-sized companies
are not far behind, and here we’re talking about the independents’ bread
and butter.
This activity has not gone unnoticed by

K. Coaching, LLC has all the tools and
resources you need to compete with
the power channel!
Here are what people are saying about K. Coaching LLC:

“We have worked with Krista Moore and K.Coaching, LLC over
the past year and our revenue is up 22%!”
“We have worked with Krista Moore and K Coaching, LLC over
the past three years and our sales revenue has had double digit
growth in each of the those years!
I Consulting
I Coaching Programs
I Training
Call today for information about
our Spring and Summer Sessions
919-554-4505 • www.KCoaching.com

the big boxes, but independents have an
advantage: They can go one-on-one
with their customers and prospective
customers, not simply telling about all
the Green products they offer, but helping with decisions on exactly what items
are the greenest and best fit the needs of
that particular customer.
To do this profitably will take a lot of
learning and planning on the part of the
entire dealer organization, but there’s
probably no alternative. The Green
bandwagon is showing no signs of going
away any time soon and the choice
looks like it comes down either to getting
on board or sitting and watching it pass
your business by.

If you’ve got a good Green story to
tell, please let us know so we can
help other independents.

by Krista Moore
Management is about planning, organizing, staffing, directing and measuring. The tasks
might involve creating internal processes, written plans, quota setting, measuring and monitoring performance, giving feedback and holding people accountable.
If you are a manager by title, re-read that definition again and highlight what you need to
work on to improve your management system and style to get better results.
I have asked many independents to describe their sales management system, and I often
hear. “We don’t have one” or “We have a sales meeting once a week” or “We don’t have a
sales manager.”
Krista Moore is President
of K Coaching, LLC an
executive coaching and
consulting practice that
has helped literally
hundreds of independent
dealers maximize their full
potential through
enhancing their
management systems,
sales training, and
leadership development.
For more information, visit
the K Coaching web sites
at www.kcoaching.com,
for coaching and
consulting programs and
www.opwebinar.com for
the latest online training
courses.
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So often the dealer owner also wears the sales manager hat and believes he or she doesn’t
have time for a sales management system. What many fail to realize is how much more efficient they will be if they would take the time to define one.

Key sales management system elements
A sales management system is the predictable process by which you manage your sales
force and keep them focused on the proper activities to reach goals that are aligned with the
company’s sales strategy.
The sales management system includes managing achievements as well as managing a
sales rep’s personal development. Your system must include both achievement and development so that your employees will know exactly what you expect of them. This is necessary for creating accountability to a certain financial level and for your rep’s understanding
of related rewards and consequences.
continued on page 28
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At the same time, you’re providing the
help and guidance sales reps need to
become better by working with each of
them individually, developing their skills,
aligning activities to their strengths, as
well as inspiring and motivating them
every step of the way.
Achievement and development go hand
in hand, and your strategy’s key elements involve creating a balance between them.
Focusing on achievement while excluding development may be perceived as
micro-managing to the activity and the
number; a sales rep may not readily perceive the extent of your caring and understanding with regard to personal
goals. Very rarely do I see the development area override the achievement,
even in a first-year or newer sales rep.
Let’s explore the differences, and determine if you have the balance that your
organization needs.

Achievement (quantity)
The goals: Revenue, margin dollars,
margin percent, average order size, Web
percent of sales
The objectives: Make 20 outbound calls
a day, close three new accounts per
month that average $12,000 a year, have
ten qualified prospect appointments a
week.
These numbers should be unique and
specific to the individual, aligned with realistic expectations based on the territory, experience and business knowledge.
If you have a growth goal that is the
same for all your reps, or expect the
same type and amount of activity from
everyone, it is likely that you are constantly disappointed in the level of
achievement from certain people.
Sometimes it’s just easier to create corporate-wide benchmarks: Everyone
needs to grow ten percent, everyone
needs to bring in three new accounts
each month, or everyone needs to sell a
million dollars a year.
A more targeted strategy, however, involves reconsidering the individual and
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creating an achievement plan that yields
success for both you and your sales rep.

Development (quality)
The core competencies of the sales
reps, their business knowledge and experience, prospecting skills, penetration
focus and account management abilities; the professional quality of their
work, attitude, willingness, followthrough and teamwork.
Managers often overlook this area. Sales
reps may not be achieving their goals
and objectives, yet neither are they receiving the kind of guidance, training
and development necessary to help
them identify weaknesses and sharpen
their effectiveness.
I often see employee development in an
organization, if it exists at all, applied
with a broad brush. Reps receive generalized training classes with no companyspecific context or individual attention.
Successful sales managers get to know
their sales reps and align any training or
development specifically to the reps’
specific needs and company strategies.
For development, you should have a list
of core competencies that successful
sales reps in our industry must possess
in order to succeed and score your reps
on a scale that you can share with them.
Use this information to create a personal
development plan in partnership with
your sales rep for both of you to work on
throughout the year. The developmental
plan should include monthly and annual
reviews, measuring progress.
It doesn’t matter whether you have one
sales person or a team of 20 with two
sales managers. Identifying individual
achievement goals and continuously
working on individual developmental
areas are key elements to your sales
management system.
If you have been following our step-bystep guide to building your sales management system, you can see the
importance of a clearly defined achievement and development component.
Everyone needs to come to work with a
clear idea of company expectations, an
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understanding of their individual roles in
overall company success, and a belief in
the company’s commitment to investing
time and resources in personal and professional development.
Below you can see where the achievement and development components are
found in the seven steps to sales management success.

Seven Steps to
Sales Management Success:
I Clearly define and communicate
the “Go to Market” sales strategy
in terms of the company’s mission
and vision — the “how we are
going to get there.”
I Create the individual goals,
objectives, and tactics in terms of
the specific achievements to which
each individual will be held
accountable, that rolls up to the
company goals.
I Create a development plan for
each rep and agree on the training
and developmental areas required
for an individual to achieve
greatest success.
I Create a weekly meeting that
keeps the sales reps focused on
the company strategy; reward and
recognize achievement.
I Have a monthly one-on-one
meeting with each individual rep,
to review their achievements and
determine what you can do to help
them develop additional skills in
the areas that matter to get better
results.
I Observe, coach and provide both
positive and constructive feedback
to keep them on track.
I Reward, recognize and celebrate
success.
No matter what the size of your sales
force, defining and executing a sales
management system can change your
life and your business. Consistent and
predictable management in this area
creates a team of champions!
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eral Motors and a few other car manufacturers created a tool to help them buy
large amounts of high volume items. (e.g.,
fenders) They created a company called
“FreeMarkets.com” to initiate the auctions
with the goal of reducing their spend for
items that could be manufactured in bulk.
Also, the items FreeMarkets.com auctioned could be manufactured to exacting
specifications by multiple companies. The
intention was to limit the amount of time
that purchasing departments spent negotiating prices on such products by inviting
every qualified supplier to a site where
they could bid on large pieces of business. The lowest price usually won.
Over the years other players like Ariba,
Hedgehog, and Commerce One got into
the business of online auctions and the
scope of the bids expanded away from a
specific product. All MRO (Maintenance,
Repair, & Operations) items, including office products, became fair game for webbased auctions.

“Winning”
Online
Auctions

Tom Buxton is founder and CEO
of InterBiz Group, a consulting
firm that works with independent
office products dealers to help
increase sales and profitability,
For more information, visit
www.interbizgroup.com.

by Tom Buxton
The phrase “Winning Online Auctions”
makes about as much sense as stating, “I
really enjoyed that root canal.” Both activities are sometimes necessary, but neither
will give the participant much joy, at least
in the short term.
Within the past few months, I have been
asked numerous questions about how online auctions work and have been engaged to work on a few of them.
Therefore, I thought it might be helpful to
write a column describing their characteristics and how to survive (not win) the
process.
As far as I can tell, online auctions began
approximately ten years ago when Gen-

Some auction vendors also decided to
limit the information that bidders had
about other companies within the auction
by hiding the number of participants along
with the exact amount of the lowest bid
from everyone involved.
At the same time, the cost of auction software dropped dramatically, forcing most
of the original providers to merge with
larger consulting firms in order to survive.
Firms with existing consulting contracts
love to use this software to demonstrate
dramatic cost savings to their clients.
Auction software is also sold to purchasing departments as a better way to
squeeze vendors for every last dime of
savings possible. (Check out sites like
www.ajsquare.com or www.rainworx.com
to see examples of inexpensive auction
tools.)
OK, Tom, you have us depressed enough.
Give us some good news! Well, there are
some factors that mitigate the information
continued on page 30
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I have provided, but before I share that let
me remind you again: Keeping your current customers overjoyed with your company should be your first priority.

this are too complex to discuss here, but
the fact is that relationships will generally
win any bid as long as the prices are
within 3-8% of the lowest quote.

Ask the right questions during account reviews and exceed your customer’s expectations and you’ll find that will usually
keep them from engaging in an online
auction.

If you are the incumbent, your company
will have the best opportunity of retaining
the business and some margin opportunity if you place third among the finishers.
The first two companies will have a shot
to gain the business, but if you have prepared the purchasing agents correctly,
some of the tactics that the big boxes
often use will be exposed.

Remember, you have at least 5 or 10 customers that the big boxes are dying to get
their hands on and the only way to reduce
the risk is to become a consultant in your
customers’ eyes, not just another vendor.
(Contact me on this if you have questions
about how to make this happen.)
However, if you are about to face an online
auction, because the purchasing team
has changed at your customer or you are
invited to bid for a prospect, here are a
few tips:
The lowest bid doesn’t usually win the
business from an auction. The reasons for
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If you are invited to participate in an auction for a prospect that will not allow you
to meet with them before the bid takes
place, do not waste your time. You will
lose unless your bid is so low that you
cannot make a profit.
Before you participate in an auction, determine what your lowest possible quote
will be and do not allow your team to bid
any lower number. Auctions get emotional
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and you do not want to be caught up in irrationally low prices.
If you are the incumbent, attempt to set
up a review meeting with the customer to
take place after the auction has occurred.
At that meeting, you can help the customer interpret what happened during the
bid process. Becoming their coach is the
best way to retain the business.
To summarize the good news, usually the
incumbent will have the best chance of retaining the business during an online auction. Also, the more you understand what
the customer is really looking for from the
process and can act as a coach to help
them achieve their goals, the greater your
chance of retaining the business.
However, like root canals, online auctions
are not designed to be fun and will cause
much pain before there will be any gain!
Avoid them if at all possible.
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New Budget Blueprint
includes more for

Small Business
Programs
by Paul A. Miller

We’ve all heard the rhetoric about how important small businesses are to the economy. Both parties have made a lot of
noise in the press about the key role small businesses play,
but as with healthcare reform, nothing has been done to ensure that small businesses have the tools they need to continue their growth and success.
Things could be different this year, however, with a budget
proposal from the Senate that would add $100 million to the
2009 budget above and beyond what President Bush has
asked for.
If passed and signed by the President, this money would be
a good start to strengthening the Small Business Administration’s efforts to become a “real” advocate for small busiPaul Miller is a founding partner in Miller/Wenhold Capitol
Strategies, LLC, providers of
direct and grassroots lobbying, legislative and regulatory
tracking, advocacy planning
and implementation and related services. Before setting
up Miller/Wenhold, Miller
served as government affairs
director for the National Office
Products Alliance and the Office Furniture Dealers Alliance
(NOPA/OFDA). In addition to
his lobbying and regulatory
monitoring activities, Paul
also provides consulting services to businesses on selling
to the federal, state and local
government markets. For
more information, visit
www.mwcapitol.com.
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nesses. Without this added funding, the SBA will continue to
struggle to meet its mission and respond effectively to the
needs of small businesses.
The Senate’s budget adds funding for increased loan oversight and reduced fees, microloans, contracting assistance,
Small Business Development Centers, Women’s Business
Centers, veterans outreach programs, and technical assistance programs, among others. It would increase funding for:

continued on page 32
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Capital Programs
Greater oversight of lenders in the 7(a) program by
providing $9 million and reduced 504 loan fees by
providing $1.4 million. The 7(a) and 504 loan programs
are the largest source of long-term capital for small
businesses, helping create or retain over 824,000 jobs
last year.
Microloans to $3.6 million (from zero) and Microloan
Technical Assistance to $20 million (the President’s
budget sought to eliminate it). Last year, small businesses received more than $31 million in microloans,
proportionally helping more women and minorities
than other programs.
New Markets Venture Capital to $5 million (from zero)
and New Markets Technical Assistance to $5 million
(from zero). These programs promote economic development and the creation of job opportunities through
equity investments in low-income areas.

Entrepreneurial Development
and Outreach Programs
Small Business Development Centers to $105 million
(from $87 million). The 950 SBDC offices around the
country provided counseling to 600,665 businesses
last year.
Women's Business Centers to $17 million (from $11.9
million). The 95 Women’s Business Centers, that provide business assistance to socially and economically
disadvantaged women and men, last year helped
147,000 businesses.
SCORE Program to $7 million (from $4.95 million). In
the SCORE program, volunteers provide one-on-one
counseling to small business owners.
Veterans Programs to $2.3 million (from $743,000).
Native American Outreach to $2 million (from
$730,000).
U.S. Export Assistance Centers to $8 million (from
$6.4 million). These centers help small businesses
compete and succeed in the global marketplace.
Program for the Investment in Micro-entrepreneurs to
$5 million (the President's budget proposal sought to
eliminate it). PRIME provides training and business assistance to low-income and very low-income entrepreneurs.
Veterans Programs at SBDCs to $3.25 million. A Veterans entrepreneurship bill signed into law in February
2008 established a grant program for SBDCs to provide more information to veterans about small business resources.
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Energy Efficiency Programs at SBDCs to $3.25 million.
The energy bill signed into law in December 2007 established a grant program for SBDCs to provide more
information to small businesses about how to become
more energy efficient.

Contracting Programs and Assistance
Hiring additional Procurement Center Representatives
to $11.6 million (from $6.6 million). PCRs monitor federal contracts and “break out” contracts for small
firms.
7(j) Technical Assistance Program to $5.5 million (from
$1.5 million). This program provides small disadvantaged businesses with training in financing, business
development, management, accounting, and marketing.
HUB Zones to $5 million (from $1 million). Historically
Underutilized Business Zones create incentives for
contracting with small firms to create jobs in underserved communities.
The Senate blueprint represents a much needed boost for
small business programs. But will it survive the final budget
that’s passed? At this point, it’s still too early to tell, but if nothing else, it is at least encouraging to see an effort to strengthen
the SBA and its budget has finally started to take shape.
Complicating the process, of course, are election year politics
and that factor alone makes me skeptical that this added
money will survive the final budget for several reasons.
First, you have fiscal conservatives on both sides of the aisle
who have been pushing leaders in Congress and the Administration to balance the budget.
They have fought against “earmarks” or special projects in
their states and districts and I can see them looking at this
money as one more item for the chopping block when both
sides get together to complete a final budget before heading
out of town to campaign for the November elections.
There is another scenario, which I see as most likely, which
has Congress adjourning this session without a budget and
coming back after the elections for a lame duck session to try
and pass one.
Either way, this much needed funding for critical small business programs could ultimately become a sacrificial lamb to
those looking to balance the budget. Spouting rhetoric has always been easier than passing legislation on Capitol Hill, but
sadly, never more so than it is today.
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Batten
Down the
Hatches–
But Very
Carefully
(Part 1)

We’ve been through these cycles before:
good times, then questionable times. The
economy is obviously precarious, with a
mild recession and slow recovery about the
best-case scenario.
Some economists and leaders in our industry predict a pick-up in the first quarter
of 2009; others believe it will be late 2009,
even 2010. The general consensus is that
we haven’t hit bottom yet, with some parts
of the country, such as the East and West
Coasts, being harder hit than others.
Many dealers are uneasy, saying that business is off and they must cut back. Even
the more highly profitable dealers are reevaluating their plans. The issue appears to
be how much and where to cut.
Most dealers do need to make adjustments
and take steps to be as recession-proof as
possible. Yes, batten down the hatches, but
do so very carefully, in the right places and
with prudent planning and strategic positioning.

Know what you’re up against
by Bill Kuhn

You can lessen uncertainty by spotting early
warning signs and being highly attuned to
economic and industry trends and forecasts, and your local market conditions,
customers, and competition. Evaluate
these essential external forces carefully,
both for the short term and the longer term.
In a period of uncertainty, ask and answer
these five tough questions:
1. Have you carefully reviewed economic
reports and projections for your local
market? States and cities of reasonable
size compile this data, often developed
by banks, local economists, chambers of
commerce, and other sources.

Bill Kuhn, principal of
William E. Kuhn & Associates, is a noted industry
consultant, writer, and
speaker with over 35 years
of industry experience. He
consults with dealer principals and their management teams in areas of
strategic planning, leadership and organizational
development, marketing,
financial management,
valuation and merger/acquisition. For more information, contact Bill by
phone 303-322-8233, fax
303-331-9032, or e-mail:
BillKuhn1@cs.com.
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2. Do you know the status and current
plans of your targeted customers? Are
they buying? Will they be buying? Are
they financially sound or are they higherrisk, cash-poor customers? Bankruptcies
among dealers during 2000 and 2001
were often a result of bad debts.
3. Have you identified potential new customers? What is the probability of getting
these new accounts?
4. What is your competition thinking and
planning? How are they addressing the
economy? Are they downsizing, or—alternatively—are they weathering the
storm, anticipating that you will be cutting back, possibly risking a lower level
of customer service?
5. Do you have a basis for differentiation
from other dealers, your competition?
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Don’t sacrifice your core competencies
and competitive advantage. As one industry consultant emphasizes, the issue
is not downsizing; it’s “right-sizing.”
Be equally aware of your own business. In
the February 2007 issue of INDEPENDENT
DEALER, I wrote about managing your risk,
citing internal dealer conditions as well as
external market conditions. Internal issues
can be a greater source of risk than external ones. Analyze the financial aspects of
your business, internal processes, organization, and people. Once again, it’s time to
ask and answer five tough questions:
1. Have you identified the three or four
key factors within your dealership that
will be critical to your success? Don’t cut
back and jeopardize those areas critical
to survival or growth.
2. Are the strategies you have in place
based upon valid assumptions in light of
today’s economy and market conditions?
3. Are management decisions based
upon sound forecasting and budgeting?
Are your costs in line? Do you look beyond a budgeted income statement and
prepare pro forma balance sheets and
customer aged trial balance reports?
Management guru Peter Drucker constantly preached that in turbulent times,
the balance sheet becomes more important than the income statement.
4. Have you taken specific actions to address your dealership’s ability to generate profits on lower sales (or pricing
pressures resulting in lower margins),
while maintaining a high level of customer service?
5. Do you have a motivated and stable
workforce? Any risk of losing key employees? Are programs in place to maintain a strong corporate culture and keep
morale up? Have you determined which
programs can and cannot be eliminated?

Best strategy for uncertain times
The current economy is an opportunity for
dealers. Unlike the manufacturing sector, we
are not saddled with plant, equipment, and
high fixed overhead; however, many dealers
will panic and look at across-the-board
cuts. As Jack and Suzy Welch recently
wrote in Business Week, “Trim the fat, not
the service.” Today’s challenge—and opportunity—is to achieve both operational effectiveness and strategic positioning.
Next month’s column in INDEPENDENT
DEALER will cover this dual strategy.
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The Other Side of Ken Edwards:
Coaching to Olympic Gold
The day was February 13, 2006 and in
Turin, Italy, speed skater Joey Cheek
was burning up the ice on his way to an
Olympic Gold Medal in the 500 meter
sprint. In the stands, the crowd was
going wild, as Cheek took the gold
medal by the widest margin in the race’s
history.

U.S. Men’s Junior National Champion in
1979.

And in Greensboro, North Carolina, Ken
Edwards, who had coached Cheek for
seven years on inline skates, was
watching what for him was the culmination of nearly 20 years of hard work and
dedication to the sport.

“He was only nine years old when I
started coaching him, but even back
then, there was something very special
about Joey,” Ken recalls. “He was incredibly intense as a child, very focused
and always able to find something positive to build on, even when nothing was
going right during practice.”

If you’re in the office products business,
you might know Ken Edwards as executive director of the Advantage Marketing Wholesalers organization. In that
role, Ken manages vendor relations and
catalog reviews for AMW, a high-pressure position that involves almost continual negotiations as Ken works his way
through AMW’s over 200 supplier partners.
But Ken also knows pressure of a different kind, first as a competitor himself
and then as a coach in the breakneck
world of competitive speed skating.
Ken put on his first pair of roller skates at
the age of nine and soon got bitten by
the speed skating bug. In his own career, he accumulated more than 500 different trophies and awards, including
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Ken stopped speed skating competitively in 1987 and took up coaching, instead. Four years later, Joey Cheek
came along.

Something Special

Joey was totally committed to speed
skating and so was Ken.
For seven years, they shared a grueling
training regimen that included 12 hours
a week of group sessions and four hours
of individual instruction that saw them
both heading for the rink at times when
no one else wanted it—5:00 a.m. sessions were standard.
It was hard work for both of them—
strength and weight training, stamina
building, even sports psychology sessions, in addition to basic speed skating
style and technique.
But when Ken Edwards watched as
Joey Cheek took the gold in Turin, he
knew that all the hard work and long
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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hours that had laid the groundwork for
Cheek’s success on the ice had been
more than worth it.
For Ken, that effort was about more than
just being the best at a chosen sport.
“One of the things you try to do as a
coach is not just get the kids ready for
the race but also try and teach them
how to handle things away from the
rink,” he says. The life lessons he helped
Joey Cheek learn turned out to be just
as important as Olympic Gold.
After adding a silver medal in the 1,000
meters to his gold in the 500, Cheek, just
26 years old, donated all $40,000 of his
medal bonus money to Right to Play, an
organization which helps kids in wartorn, poverty-stricken countries in
Africa. Since then, he’s embarked on a
new career as a vocal advocate for people in need, particularly in the developing world.
Ken stopped coaching for competitive
skating a few years ago, when children
of his own came along. But he remains
involved in the sport on the administrative side and, he says, he’ll never forget
the sight of the young man he first
started coaching at the age of nine
standing on the podium with an Olympic
Gold medal around his neck as the flag
rose and the Star-Spangled Banner
played.
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The
LASTword
by Toby Robins
Wiles Greenworld
Greenford, England*

Time for Independents to
Start Riding the Green Wave
In July 1989, I opened Greenworld, an office supplies dealership in West London, England, whose
mission was to provide our customers with an offering of environmentally-responsible products
and operate in an equally environmentally-responsible way.
Nearly 20 years later, we are a growing, profitable business operating out of an 11,000 sq. ft. distribution center with a staff of 46. Solar panels generate the electricity to light and heat our building. Photovoltaic cells and other alternative energy sources fuel our vehicles and we operate as
a carbon-neutral company, effectively producing no greenhouse gases from our daily operations.
As the spread of pollution and exponential demand for limited energy resources puts more and
more pressure on our planet, there’s an obvious moral imperative for all organisations to adopt
policies and procedures that minimize our impact on a distressingly fragile environment. But, increasingly, there are also compelling business reasons to ride the green wave.
We’re finding more and more customers who share our concern about the environment and who
respond in the best way possible—with purchase orders—to our deep green message. Not only
are they buying our recycled office papers and similar products, but they’re also paying us to provide recycling programs for their own operations and looking to us for guidance and advice on
how to go green themselves.
And while our competitors look on in horror as oil prices soar to record levels, we welcome the
increases because our use of alternative fuel sources means every price hike puts more margin
pressure on them and strengthens our own overall position in the marketplace.
Make no mistake. The green office movement is not just another short-lived marketing fad. What
we’re seeing today is just the beginning of a movement that will transform our customers’ product and service needs and challenge the traditional way dealers like you and I do business on
many levels.
Are you ready to meet that challenge and turn it into new opportunity? Do you have an environmental policy statement for your dealership? Do you have a green champion who is leading the
charge in making sure your business embraces every opportunity to operate in a more environmentally-responsible fashion? Have you reviewed your competition’s green practices and marketing messages and identified their weak points?
If you’re not yet riding the green wave, now’s the time to start. Not just because it’s the right
thing to do, though that’s certainly the case. But just as important for your future growth and profitability, going green makes sound business sense today and it will make even more sense in the
future.
*Toby Robins, a speaker at this year’s is.group Annual Meeting, is a dealer from the U.K. who has
made green marketing and green policies and practices the foundation of his operations.
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